
PIEEC - Presentation Form
Project ACRE

QUESTIONS ANSWERS
Country ITALY
County CAMPANIA
Prefecture SALERNO
Town where PIEEC is located BARONISSI
Number of Inhabitants 15 000
Local economic Activities INDUSTRY, COMMERCE
% of unemployed persons
Local target groups Low skill persons from local population

Exact place for the local PIEEC Public Library
Is there an access for wheel chair 
? Full accessible to disable persons

Opening days Lunedi; Venerdi - Lunedi ; Giovedi 
Opening hours 9:00 - 13:00 - 16:00 - 19:00

Make a brief presentation to let 
readers know which realities 

have decided your Municipality to 
set this PIEEC ?

Baronissi is the town that represent the italian nation for "ACRE" 
project. This town is selected for the economic growth and the central 

position geographical.

How have you inaugurated the 
place dedicated to PIEEC ? We invited the representants of the other  Municipalities

Have you invited Medias ? Which 
ones ? Yes. We invited the local press.

Apart from posters and leaflets, 
how do you have informed 

inhabitants ?

The leaflets were distributed to public areas. The inhabitants was 
informed with personal contact.

How many local organisations do 
they collaborate in the ACRE 

project ?

About 5 Local organization. In the organisations that have collaborate in 
the "ACRE" project there are a lot of people that diffuse the information 

outside the local target group.
Have you specially identified one 
facilitator ? If several, why ? how 

many ?

PIEEC now is running at preliminary stage. At the monent only 
Municipality facilitator will be responsible for running the PIEEC

Which are Municipality's future 
decisions resulting from the 

ACRE project in regard of the on 
going of the PIEEC ?

Yes. The decisions of  Municipality for future is to continue the PIEEC.



PIEEC - Presentation Form
Project ACRE

QUESTIONS ANSWERS
Country GREECE
Prefecture KILKIS
Municipality KILKIS
Town where PIEEC is located KILKIS
Number of Inhabitants 19 200

Local economic Activities SERVICES, INDUSTRY (metal sector, textile, lifts, etc.) 
AGRICULTURE (grain) 

% of unemployed persons 2.342 Unemployed (587 men 1755 women) 17%

Local target groups Mainly unemployed, immigrants, repatriates, disables, 
women out of compulsory education

Exact place for the local PIEEC PUBLIC LIBRARY OF ULAK
Is there an access for wheel chair 
? NO

Opening days MONDAY - FRIDAY
Opening hours 9:00 - 14:30

Make a brief presentation to let 
readers know which realities have 
decided your Municipality to set 

this PIEEC ?

High number of persons out of compulsory education, 
immigrants and repatriates with problems of social 

accession, high rate of unemployment, disabled people who 
want to be trained. Difficulty for these persons to attend 

group training courses.

How have you inaugurated the 
place dedicated to PIEEC ?

The inauguration took place during the transnational 
partners' meeting held in Kilkis last September

Have you invited Medias ? Which 
ones ?

Yes. Local media. Most of them published positive articles 
where they presented the role and the aims of the PIEEC

Apart from posters and leaflets, 
how do you have informed 

inhabitants ?

Public library of ULAK has many visitors every day. The 
responsible of the Library use to inform them about the 

PIEEC and the project. The articles published on the local 
media were another way of information.

How many local organisations do 
they collaborate in the ACRE 

project ?
mainly the 10 organizations making part of the local Cell.

Have you specially identified one 
facilitator ? If several, why ? how 

many ?

The PIEEC occupies one Facilitator, however, the staff of 
the public library supports the activities of the PIEEC. 

Totally, 3 persons (including the facilitator) work for the 
PIEEC.

Which are Municipality's future 
decisions resulting from the ACRE 
project in regard of the on going of 

the PIEEC ?

ULAK's managers and its staff firmly expressed their 
intention to continue the work started with the Project. 



PIEEC - Presentation Form
Project ACRE

o

o

QUESTIONS ANSWERS
Country CYPRUS
Prefecture Nicosia
Municipality LATSIA
Town where PIEEC is located LATSIA
Number of Inhabitants 14 000
Local economic Activities Light industry and Services
% of unemployed persons 5%
Local target groups Low skill persons from the local population

Exact place for the local PIEEC Public Library

Is there an access for wheel chair ? Full accessible to disable persons

Opening days Monday to Thursday and Friday
Opening hours 10:30-17:45  and 9:30-13:45

Make a brief presentation to let 
readers know which realities have 

decided your Municipality to set this
PIEEC ?

 

The majority of the Municipality citizens are refugees. A high percentage 
them have low income, some of them have no access to the internet and 
to the life long learning, in order to upgrade their knowledge. PIEEC is a 

new service that is useful for the target groups.

How have you inaugurated the 
place dedicated to PIEEC ?

The Public Library located at the Town Hall was selected as the best place
to install the PIEEC. It has all the facilities, access to the internet, Toilets 
for disabled persons, air-conditioning system, appropriate furniture, etc.

Have you invited Medias ? Which 
ones ?

For the ceremony of the official opening a representative of the local 
newspaper ‘’KAKKARISTRA’’ is invited to attend the ceremony.

Apart from posters and leaflets, 
how do you have informed 

inhabitants ?

The leaflets were distributed to all houses (door to door) and public areas. 
Together with the leaflets a relevant article (A4 size) was distributed to all 

inhabitants informing them about the operation of the ‘’INFO POINT’’.  

How many local organisations do 
they collaborate in the ACRE 

project ?

About 8 Local and Athletic Clubs were invited to collaborate in the ACRE 
project. 

Have you specially identified one 
facilitator ? If several, why ? how 

many ?

PIEEC now is running at a preliminary stage. At the moment only 
Municipality facilitator will be responsible for running the PIEEC. In the nea
future it is possible to install more computers at the municipality premises 

with the same facilitator to be in charge.

Which are Municipality's future 
decisions resulting from the ACRE 
project in regard of the on going of 

the PIEEC ?

Latsia Municipality considers the PIEEC as a useful new service offered t
the citizens.

 The future expansion of this service, will depend on the interest of the 
users. 



PIEEC - Presentation Form

QUESTIONS ANSWERS
Country GREECE
Prefecture KILKIS
Municipality PIKROLIMNI
Town where PIEEC is located MAVRONERI
Number of Inhabitants 8 000
Local economic Activities Agriculture and goat flocks

% of unemployed persons No precise data are available at Municipal level. The rate at 
Prefectural level is 17%

Local target groups Migrants,  Repatriated

Exact place for the local PIEEC Citizen Service Center
Is there an access for wheel chair 
? YES

Opening days Monday to Friday

Opening hours From 7.30 am to 2.30 pm. Monday, Wednesday & Friday in 
the afternoon, 16:00 - 18:30

Make a brief presentation to let 
readers know which realities have 
decided your Municipality to set 

this PIEEC ?

High number of low skilled persons, necessity of changing  

jobs because of the unemployment. PIEEC can offers  
them to organize by themselves the way and the rhythm 

to learn what they really want.
How have you inaugurated the 

place dedicated to PIEEC ? Inauguration is foreseen for the 1st week of December

Have you invited Medias ? Which 
ones ? Yes

Apart from posters and leaflets, 
how do you have informed 

inhabitants ?

Dissemination activities are mainly done by means of the 
posters and leaflets

How many local organizations do 
they collaborate in the ACRE 

project ?

The organizations of the Cell set up by ULAK collaborate 
with the Municipality

Have you specially identified one 
facilitator ? If several, why ? how 

many ?
There is 1 Facilitator working for the PIEEC

Which are Municipality's future 
decisions resulting from the ACRE 
project in regard of the on going of 

the PIEEC ?

Municipality believes in the services PIEEC can offer, so it 
will continue offering these services after the end of the 

project.



PIEEC - Presentation Form
Project ACRE

QUESTIONS ANSWERS
Country GREECE
Prefecture KILKIS
Municipality PIKROLIMNI
Town where PIEEC is located MOURIES
Number of Inhabitants 3 500
Local economic Activities Agriculture (tobacco, corn)

% of unemployed persons No precise data are available at Municipal level. The rate at 
Prefectural level is 17%

Local target groups Migrants,  Repatriated, Gypsies

Exact place for the local PIEEC Town Hall
Is there an access for wheel chair 
? NO

Opening days Monday to Friday
Opening hours From 8.00 am to 2.30 pm

How have you inaugurated the 
place dedicated to PIEEC ? Inauguration is foreseen for the 1st week of December

Have you invited Medias ? Which 
ones ? Yes

Apart from posters and leaflets, 
how do you have informed 

inhabitants ?

Dissemination activities are mainly done by means of the 
posters and leaflets

How many local organizations do 
they collaborate in the ACRE 

project ?

The organizations of the Cell set up by ULAK collaborate 
with the Municipality

Have you specially identified one 
facilitator ? If several, why ? how 

many ?
There is 1 Facilitator working for the PIEEC

Make a brief presentation to let 
readers know which realities have 
decided your Municipality to set 

this PIEEC ?

Which are Municipality's future 
decisions resulting from the ACRE 
project in regard of the on going of 

the PIEEC ?

Mayor of Mouries is a supporter and a promotor of setting up 
new social services in the Municipality. This service is very 
innovative and corresponds to the needs of specific social 
groups living in the territory. So, the Municipality will make 

any effort to offer this service.

The PIEEC will offer learners the possibility to improve their 
skills and knowledge, to access the labour market and the 
local socity. It is particularly addressed to the social groups 

(mentioned before) living in the municipality.



PIEEC - Presentation Form
Project ACRE

QUESTIONS ANSWERS
Country HUNGARY
Prefecture
Municipality TATABANYA
Town where PIEEC is located TATABANYA
Number of Inhabitants 72 000
Local economic Activities Manufacturing, retail, banking
% of unemployed persons 5%
Local target groups Job seekers, long-term unemployed people

Exact place for the local PIEEC Tatabánya, Ságvári Endre u. 22. (old city centre, see map)
Is there an access for wheel chair 
? yes

Opening days Monday - Friday
Opening hours 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

long-term unemployed people
people under the requirements for low-skilled jobs

How have you inaugurated the 
place dedicated to PIEEC ? Inaguration between Christmas and New Year

Have you invited Medias ? Which 
ones ?

Will be invited: regional newspapers (2), local TV (1), local 
radio (3), local newspaper (1)

Apart from posters and leaflets, 
how do you have informed 

inhabitants ?
on the spot (in the facility of the PIEEC)

How many local organisations do 
they collaborate in the ACRE 

project ?
4

Have you specially identified one 
facilitator ? If several, why ? how 

many ?
1 facilitator

Make a brief presentation to let 
readers know which realities have 
decided your Municipality to set 

this PIEEC ?

Which are Municipality's future 
decisions resulting from the ACRE 
project in regard of the on going of 

the PIEEC ?

keep running the facility, extend the availability to local 
facilities with internet connection (local library, local internet 

information points)
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